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4 HYDRAULIC MODEL DETAILS 

4.4 BRAY MODEL 

4.4.1 General Hydraulic Model Information 

(1) Introduction: 

The Eastern CFRAM Flood Risk Review  (IBE0600Rp0001_Flood Risk Review_F02) highlighted Bray as 

an AFA for coastal and fluvial flooding based on a review of historic flooding and the extents of flood risk 

determined during the PFRA. However the Dargle River within Bray AFA is subject to a separate scheme 

and as such many of the watercourses identified through the flood risk review are being addressed 

separately from the Eastern CFRAM Study. This Study therefore only considers the portion of the AFA 

which may be impacted by the Newcourt Stream and the adjacent coastline to the south of the Dargle 

River within the Bray AFA. 

The Newcourt Stream is a small catchment (2km2) which drains the inland western side of Bray Head. The 

watercourse is open at its upper reaches to the west of Bray Head. The watercourse is largely culverted 

between Southern Cross Road and Putland Road as it flows north.  The stream is fully culverted along 

Putland Road, where it flows in a north easterly direction, then discharges to the sea via an outfall at the 

southern end of the South Seafront at Bray. This catchment was not delineated under FSU and as such its 

catchment descriptors have been derived from measurements using the national digital height model, 

orthophotography and also from nearby hydrologically similar FSU catchments.  

There are no gauging stations on the Newcourt Stream. The catchment was reviewed against the FSU 

pivotal sites database. The Carrickmines and Common’s Road (10022 & 10021) A1 gauging stations are 

the closest geographically and the Carrickmines station with an adjustment factor of 1.12 was found to be 

the third most hydrologically similar pivotal site nationally. Given its proximity to the Newcourt Stream 

catchment (approximately 9km to the north) and the high degree of hydrological similarity it was used for 

pivotal site adjustment of the ungauged estimates of Qmed on the Newcourt Stream. 

The model has been constructed as a 1D/2D model as the watercourse is located entirely within the Bray 

AFA extents.  Furthermore the catchment is heavily urbanised at the lower reaches and it is necessary 

that complex floodplain flow routes are adequately captured within a 2D model of the floodplain. 

Coastal flooding in the Bray area has been linked to two possible mechanisms, namely extreme still water 

level inundation (“mechanism 1 tidal” flooding) and wave overtopping (“mechanism 2 wave overtopping” 

flooding).  

The HA10 Hydrology Report provides information on the coastal water levels used during the inundation 

modelling.  Further detail on the determination of the tidal curves used during the coastal inundation 

modelling is presented in Section 0(5).   
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Analysis of 'mechanism 2 wave overtopping' flooding at the Bray AFA has been carried out using water 

level and wave climate data from the ICWWS. Further detail of this overtopping analysis is also presented 

in Section 0(5). 

(2) Model Reference: HA10_BRAY04_F01 

(3) AFAs included in the model: Bray 

(4) Primary Watercourses / Water Bodies (including local names): 

Reach ID            Name 

1002M                NEWCOURT STREAM 

(5) Software Type (and version): 

(a) 1D Domain:  

Infoworks ICM (Version 5.0) 

(b) 2D Domain:  

ICM Flexible Mesh 

1 -25m2 terrain sensitive 

(c) Other model elements:  

n.a. 
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4.4.2 Hydraulic Model Schematisation 

(1) Map of Model Extents:  

    

 

Figure 4.4.1:  Map of Model Extents Within the Context of Bray AFA 

Dargle River 

Newcourt Stream 
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Figure 4.4.1 illustrates the extent of the modelled catchment, river centre line, HEP locations and AFA 

extents as applicable.  The Newcourt Stream has been designated as a high priority watercourse (HPW) 

within the Bray AFA. The catchment contains 1 Upstream Limit HEP and 1 Downstream Limit HEP.  The 

Newcourt Stream catchment does not contain any gauging station HEPs nor any Trib HEPs. It was not 

considered necessary to designate an Intermediate HEP due to the small size of the catchment. 

(2) x-y Coordinates of River (Upstream extent): 

River Name  x  y 

1002M NEWCOURT STREAM 327069  216365 
 

(3) Total Modelled Watercourse Length: 2.16 km 

(4) 1D Domain only Watercourse Length: 0 km (5) 1D-2D Domain 

Watercourse Length: 

2.16 km 

(6) 2D Domain Mesh Type / Resolution / Area: ICM Flexible / 1 - 25m2 terrain sensitive / 

5.7km2 
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(7) 2D Domain Model Extent: 

 
Figure 4.4.2:  Bray (Newcourt Stream) 2D model domain Extent 

Figure 4.4.2 illustrates the topography file showing the modelled extents of the Bray (Newcourt Stream) 

AFA and the general topography of the catchment.  The 2D domain was generated using LiDAR survey 

data (2m resolution) and created as a triangular, terrain sensitive mesh.  No adjustments were made 

directly to the LiDAR data however levels in the 2D zone of model were reduced below the LiDAR levels to 

Embankment underpasses. 2D 
zone level dropped to 4.8m, 
5.2m and 5.9m to match road 

2D zone lowered 
below outfall pipe 
invert 
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take account of a number of factors: 

 There are a number of underpass structures along the railway embankment which runs through 

Bray approximately 100-150m set back from the seafront. The embankment is represented in the 

LiDAR data as the upper (railway line) levels and as such level mesh polygons have been defined 

in the 2D zone at the locations of the underpass structures to capture the flow routes through the 

embankment which may be reached by flooding. 

 The coastal boundary has been applied at the edge of the 2D boundary which has been derived 

from the LiDAR data and as such represents the water level at the time of survey. The invert of the 

outfall culvert for the Newcourt Scream is lower than this level and as such the 2D zone around 

the outfall was lowered such that outfall could freely drain and tidal water levels could propagate 

across the entire depth of the outfall opening. 

Figure 4.4.3 provides an overview drawing of the model schematisation. Figure 4.4.4 shows a detailed 

view. The overview diagram covers the model extents, showing the surveyed cross-section locations, AFA 

boundary and river centre line. The detailed area shows the area where there is the most significant risk of 

flooding. These diagrams include the surveyed cross-section locations, AFA boundary and river centreline. 

They also show the location of the critical structures as discussed in Section 4.4.3, along with the location 

and extent of the links between the 1D and 2D models. The figures also show the culverted reaches 

including the manholes which are modelled within the ICM model. 
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Figure 4.4.3:  Overview of Model Schematisation  
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Figure 4.4.4: Model Schematisation of Newcourt Stream where it meets Putland Road 

(8) Survey Information 

(a) Survey Folder Structure: 

First Level Folder Second Level Folder Third Level Folder 

Murphy_E10_M03_WP3_1002M_121019  

Bray 

Murphy: Surveyor Name 

E10: Eastern CFRAM Study Area, 

Hydrometric Area 10 

M03: Model Number 03 

1002M: River Reference 

WP3: Work Package 3 

V0_20121101_GIS and 

Floodplain Photos 

Flood_Defence_Register 

Flood_Plane_Photos_and_Shap

efiles 

Structure_Register 

Surveyed_Cross_Section_Lines 

Watercourse_Register 

V1_20121101_XS 

Drawings and PDFs 

4676_1002m_V1  
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Version: Most up to date 

121019: Date Issued (19th OCT 2012) 

 

V1_20121012_Ascii  

V0_Photos_Videos Photos labelled by Cross 

Section ID, labelled left bank 

(LB), right bank (RB), upstream 

(UP) or downstream (DN). 

Additional photos of manholes. 

Associated shapefile for 

location. 

(b) Survey Folder References: 
 

Reach ID       Name File Ref. 

1002M            NEWCOURT STREAM Murphy_E10_M03_WP3_1002M_121019 
 

(9) Survey Issues: 
 
There were two sections of watercourse on the Newcourt Stream which appeared from mapping and 

aerial photography to have potentially been open channel sections missed by the original survey. These 

were not specifically referenced in the survey report and are shown in Figure 4.4.5 

  

Figure 4.4.5: Potential unsurveyed open watercourse sections at Putland Road (left) and at the 

abandoned industrial complex at Southern Cross Road (right) 

Site investigation established that the reach within the abandoned industrial complex at Southern Cross 
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Road (right on Figure 4.4.5) is not an open reach of watercourse however the reach located in the back 

garden of a property on Putland Road (left on Figure 4.4.5) was found to be an open reach and additional 

survey was specified. Three additional cross sections of this 23m reach at the culvert outlet, mid reach 

and at the downstream culvert inlet were surveyed and the reach was added to the 1D portion of the 

model for draft final. The culvert outlet and inlet dimensions were also used to update the upstream and 

downstream closed culvert reach dimensions and roughness parameters within the model. 

 

4.4.3 Hydraulic Model Construction 

(1) 1D Structures (in-channel along 

modelled watercourses):   

See Appendix A.2. 

Number of Bridges and Culverts: 4 

Number of Weirs: 0 

Critical and Hydraulically Significant Structures: 

The structures along the modelled reaches have been defined based on the cross sectional survey 

information relating to the modelled reaches, photographs and site walkover survey. Details of culvert inlet 

and outlet headwall structures have been defined based on the surveyed cross sections and photographs 

however details of the culverts between inlet and outlet have been defined based on the inlet and outlet 

pipe / culvert dimensions and materials. Discussion on modelling approaches for structures is included in 

Section 3.4.3, Section 4.4.6 and a map showing the location of the critical structure within this model is 

shown in Figure 4.4.4. Details of all of the structures within the 1D portion of the model including the main 

parameters of the structures as specified in the model is presented in Appendix A.2. 
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Flooding along the modelled watercourse is only evident in the 0.1% AEP fluvial event and from one 

location. There is therefore one culverted reach / inlet which can be considered to be critical to flooding 

within the AFA. This culvert is located at the downstream end of a short open reach of watercourse within 

the rear of a property on Putland Road. The inlet to this open is an arch culver approximately 1.2m wide 

by 1.5m tall yet the downstream culvert opening is a much smaller 0.9m diameter concrete pipe. 

 

Figure 4.4.6: Critical structure identified at cross section 01BRAY00080I 

Figure 4.4.6 shows the critical structure inlet from within the upstream open reach of watercourse. The 

culvert inlet has been modelled with headloss representative of a concrete socket end of pipe flush with 

the face of the headwall. A trash screen has also been represented within the model based on the 

surveyed dimensions. The culvert itself has been assigned a Colebrook White roughness value of 1.5mm 

which is typical of a concrete pipe in a normal condition. The open section of watercourse has been 

assigned a Manning’s n roughness value of 0.070 within the channel to reflect that there are a number of 

objects within the channel that are not within the surveyed section. During the 0.1% AEP event water 

levels build within the channel of the open section of watercourse due to the capacity of this culvert and 

inlet being exceeded. This leads to flooding on the right bank of the open section of watercourse which 

flows downhill through properties and along Putland Road before eventually collecting in the flatter areas 

of Bray along the seafront. 
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In addition to the critical structure discussed the culvert inlet headwall upstream of Briar Wood has been 

identified as hydraulically significant. This culvert was surveyed as being silted up to just over half of its 

cross sectional area at the inlet. Furthermore there is evidence of flooding in the vicinity of this culvert (see 

section 4.4.5) 

 

Figure 4.4.7: Hydraulically significant structure Identified at cross section 1002N00162I, 

Commencement of Culverted Section Upstream of Briar Wood 

The 1.2m diameter culvert was modelled with appropriate inlet headwall conditions and a trash screen 

based on the surveyed dimensions. The reduced capacity of the culvert owing to the siltation at the inlet 

was also represented within the model however there was no out of bank flooding for any of the modelled 

scenarios at this location. Given that there is a trash screen present and evidence of significant siltation it 

is likely that this culvert is susceptible to blockage. This is considered further in Section 4.4.4. 
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(2) 1D Structures in the 2D domain 

(beyond the modelled watercourses): 

Not applicable 

(3) 2D Model structures: There are a number of underpass structures along the railway 

embankment which runs through Bray approximately 100-

150m set back from the seafront. The embankment is 

represented in the LiDAR data as the upper (railway line) 

levels and as such defined level mesh polygons have been 

defined in the 2D zone at the locations of the underpass 

structures to capture the flow routes through the embankment 

which may be reached by flooding. 

(4) Defences:  

No formal flood defences at Bray were identified however the raised levels along the promenade at Bray 

can be considered to be hydraulically significant as they provide a barrier against inundation of the lower 

ground behind the promenade.  

(5) Model Boundaries - Inflows: 

Full details of the flow estimates are provided in the Hydrology Report (IBE0600Rp0003_HA10_Hydrology 

Report_D01 -Section 4.3 and Appendix D). The boundary condition hydrographs for the 1% AEP event 

implemented in the model are shown below in Figure 4.4.8. The downstream boundary check hydrograph 

is also shown for information: 

 

Figure 4.4.8: Example of the Inflow Hydrograph at the Upstream Extent of the Newcourt Stream for 

the 1% AEP Event 
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The lateral inflow hydrograph shown in Figure 4.4.8 was further split based on the individual reach codes 

within ICM (reaches are broken up between nodes in ICM). Individual hydrographs are required for each 

piped section and river reach. The split was based on the length of watercourse as a proportion of the total 

length of watercourse to which the lateral inflow hydrograph applies. 

(6) Model Boundaries – Downstream Conditions: 

The downstream model boundary condition is in the form of a water level / time profile applied at the 

outfall of the 1D model. The water level profile was derived by applying a standardised storm surge profile 

to an astronomical tide to reach the ICPSS derived total water level (nearest ICPSS node) for the full 

range of coastal AEP events. The base astronomical tide was derived from tide tables at Dún Laoghaire 

(approximately 10km to the north) and represents a tidal cycle halfway between a mean high water tide 

and a mean high water spring tide. The time series was input to the model such that the highest water 

level coincided with the timing of the fluvial hydrograph peak. The 0.5% AEP coastal hydrograph is shown 

in Figure 4.4.9: 

 

Figure 4.4.9: Downstream Boundary Condition (Water Level / Time Plot extracted from Bray 

(Newcourt Stream) Model (at HEP 10_20000_1) 

For all of the fluvial modelled events a 50% AEP peak coastal water level boundary has been applied. The 
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HA10 Hydrology Report (IBE0600Rp0003) did not indicate dependence between extreme coastal water 

levels and fluvial flows however there was some slight correlation between storm surge and fluvial flow. 

There is insufficient gauge data available upon which to develop a joint probability relationship. Within the 

hydraulic modelling a simplified conservative approach has been applied whereby a 50% AEP coastal 

boundary has been applied in all of the fluvial model AEP events and vice versa for the coastal model AEP 

events. As there is no flooding resulting from extreme (still) coastal water levels which assume a degree of 

dependence (50% AEP fluvial flood flow hydrograph with 0.1% AEP extreme coastal water level) it is 

considered that the modelling approach is sufficient and further analysis is not required. 

Extreme Coastal Water Level Model 

For the extreme coastal water level modelling (mechanism 1) coastal water level profiles have been 

applied up to peak water levels as specified within the ICPSS. The peak water levels have been taken 

from the nearest ICPSS node as discussed in the Hydrology Report and are shown in Table 4.4.1. 

Table 4.4.1:  ICPSS Peak Water Levels at Bray 

ICPSS Node AFA / HPW 

Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) % 

2 5 10 20 50 100 200 1000 

Highest Tidal Water Level to OD Malin (m) 

SE6 Bray 2.18 2.32 2.42 2.52 2.65 2.75 2.85 3.09 

The likelihood of joint occurrence of extreme fluvial events and extreme coastal events is discussed in the 

Hydrology Report and it is not considered that there is evidence of significant joint occurrence. However 

boundary conditions for the non dominant event under consideration have been kept at 50% AEP for 

fluvial and coastal dominated model runs in line with a precautionary approach. 
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Wave Overtopping Model 

Mechanism 2 “wave overtopping” flooding at Bray is considered separately and uses data including 

extreme coastal water levels extracted from the ICWWS as discussed below. 

In order to simulate “mechanism 2 wave overtopping” flooding at Bray, data from the ICWWS was used 

including peak shoreline water levels and wave heights, periods and directions for each AEP event. The 

ICWWS CAPO location at Bray for which wave climate data was calculated is shown in Figure 4.4.10. An 

example of this data for the ICWWS CAPO location at the surveyed cross section BRAY01 is shown in 

Table 4.4.2. 

 

Figure 4.4.10:  ICWWS CAPO Bray Prediction Location and Survey Section Location 
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Table 4.4.2:  ICWWS CAPO Bray Wave Climate and Water Level Data 

Prediction Location Reference: Bray Location A 

Bed Level -0.32m OD Malin 

  Combined Wave Component 

AEP WL (mOD Malin) Hm0 (m) Tp (s) MWD (°) 

0.1% 1.955 1.982 11.415 70 

0.1% 2.155 2.083 11.125 71 

0.1% 2.395 2.183 10.540 72 

0.1% 2.625 2.253 9.800 74 

0.1% 2.725 2.272 9.418 76 

0.1% 2.825 2.285 9.069 77 

 

In order to calculate the overtopping discharge rate for each scenario at various locations along the 

shoreline, the Empirical method outlined by the EurOtop manual was used. Surveyed cross-sections of the 

shoreline at Bray were taken in order to enable this analysis to be undertaken, including details of the wall 

structures. The location of the sections are shown in Figure 4.4.10. 

The largest calculated discharge rate out of the six possible combinations of water levels and wave 

heights, periods and directions was used for each design AEP event. It should be noted that when the 

peak discharge rate was less than 0.03l/s/m, no further analysis was required. 

Five surveyed sections were taken at Bray, as shown in Figure 4.4.10. The locations of the final discharge 

boundaries within the model and the associated surveyed sections are shown in Figure 4.4.11. 
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Figure 4.4.11:  Wave discharge boundaries for Bray wave overtopping model 

With the exception of BRAY05 all of the boundaries were predicted to have peak discharges greater than 

the threshold value of 0.03 l/s/m for the 0.1% AEP event. Only for locations BRAY01 and BRAY02 were 

peak discharge greater than the threshold value predicted for the 0.5% AEP event and only at location 

BRAY01 was a peak discharge above the threshold value predicted for the 10% AEP event indicating that 

wave overtopping is more prominent at the southern edge of the Bray seafront (where the Newcourt 

Stream discharges to the sea). 

 

Once the discharges for simulation had been ascertained, an idealised water level profile was produced in 

order to calculate the discharge rate across the tidal cycle, as the rate determined by EurOtop was specific 

to the peak water level only. A storm duration of 12 hours beginning and ending at low-water was 
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assumed. The discharge rate profile was then scaled based on the length of the exposed shoreline in 

order to produce a discharge profile in m3/s, as shown in Table 4.4.3. 

Table 4.4.3:  Peak wave climate and associated discharges for modelled boundaries 

Boundary AEP 
WL (OD 
Malin) 

Hm0 
(m) 

Tp (s) 
MWD 

(°) 
Discharge 
Rate (l/s/m) 

Discharge 
(m3/s) 

BRAY01 

10% 2.155 1.815 7.738 77.883 0.139 0.051 

0.5% 2.825 2.047 7.696 80.997 8.389 3.087 

0.1% 2.825 2.285 9.069 76.841 29.224 10.750 

BRAY02 

0.5% 2.495 2.120 9.047 75.428 0.308 0.091 

0.1% 2.825 2.285 9.069 76.841 1.715 0.509 

BRAY03 0.1% 2.825 2.285 9.069 76.841 0.077 0.022 

BRAY04 0.1% 2.825 2.285 9.069 76.841 0.229 0.063 

 

(7) Model Roughness: 

(a) In-Bank (1D Domain) Minimum 'n' value: 0.070 Maximum 'n' value: 0.100 

(b) MPW Out-of-Bank (1D) Minimum 'n' value: 0.035 Maximum 'n' value: 0.100 

(c) MPW/HPW Out-of-Bank  

(2D) 

Minimum 'n' value: 0.045 

(Inverse of Manning's 'M') 

Maximum 'n' value: 0.070 

(Inverse of Manning's 'M') 

(d) Culvert Roughness  Colebrook-White: 1.5mm Colebrook-White: 3mm 

For specific culvert roughness values see Appendix A.2 
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Figure 4.4.12:  Map of 2D Roughness (Manning's n)  

Figure 4.4.12 illustrates the roughness values applied within the 2D domain of the model. Roughness in 

the 2D domain was applied based on land type areas defined in the Corine Land Cover Map with 

representative roughness values associated with each of the land cover classes in the dataset. Null 

Manning's M values seaward of the high water were taken as 0.033 unless otherwise specified.   
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(d) Examples of In-Bank Roughness Coefficients (based on Table 3.3 in Chapter 3.5.1) 

Figure 4.4.13: Newcourt Stream Section 

ID:1002M00185 

 

Manning's n = 0.070 

Sluggish reaches, weedy deep pools 

 

Figure 4.4.14: Newcourt Stream Section 

ID:1002M00165 

 

Manning's n = 0.100 

Very weedy reaches, deep pools with heavy 

stands of timber and underbrush. 

 

4.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis  

To be completed. 

 

4.4.5 Hydraulic Model Calibration and Verification 

(1) Key Historical Floods (From IBE0600Rp0005_HA10 Inception Report_F02 unless otherwise 

specified):   

(a) Oct. 2011. Internet search engines were queried in an effort to find details of a flood event which 

occurred in October 2011 following a day of heavy rainfall, when it was reported that 

a month’s rainfall fell in 24 hours.   

The rail service between Bray and Dún Laoghaire was suspended due to flooding on 

the rail line.  The National Sealife Centre in Bray was flooded when storm waters 

leaked through the walls of the building into the basement area of the facility.  No 

additional details were found relating to flooding in Bray. No reports were found of 

flooding arising from the Newcourt Stream. Based on rainfall gauges across south 

Dublin the event was estimated to have a rainfall return period of up to a 1% AEP and 

based on a number of hydrometric gauges on small watercourses in south Dublin the 
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event was estimated to have a fluvial flood return period of approximately 2% AEP 

(see Overarching Report on October 2011 Flood Event IBE0600Rp0014) although it 

must be noted that these locations are up to 26km away from the Newcourt Stream 

catchment. Peak coastal water levels recorded at Dublin Port did not indicate that the 

flood event was greater than a 50% AEP coastal flood event. 

The National Sealife Centre is located approximately 700m to the north of the 

Newcourt Stream. In all scenarios flooding from the Newcourt Stream does not reach 

the Sealife Centre. The reports indicate that flooding was pluvial in nature and as 

such it is not considered that event provides information suitable for calibration or 

validation of the hydraulic model. 

(b) Jan. 2010. A review of historical information indicated that flooding occurred in Bray on 16th 

January 2010, due to heavy rainfall. In Bray, around nine houses off Old Connaught 

Avenue were flooded and residents of three of the houses had to be evacuated. The 

water level was reported to have reached 2.1m in a garden off Old Connaught 

Avenue. However no reports were found of flooding arising from the Newcourt 

Stream. The nearest hourly rainfall gauge for which data is available is located at 

Casement approximately 26km to the north west. During this event a total of 11.1mm 

of rainfall was measured over 9 hours which is not likely to cause a significant fluvial 

flood event (rainfall return period less than 1 year) in itself. Given the distance of the 

hourly gauge location from the catchment this frequency estimate must be treated 

with caution. 

Old Connaught Avenue is located inland and to the north of the Dargle River and as 

such it is not considered that the event information is useful for the purposes of 

validation or calibration of the Newcourt Stream or Bray coastal flood model events. 

(c) Nov. 2003 In Bray at the Briar Wood Estate local area engineer notes recorded on 

www.floodmaps.ie state that "in November 2003 driveways and houses flooded 

Putland Road opposite school". No further information is available in relation to this 

flood event. 

The location of the flood extent indicates that the flooding may be derived from the 

Newcourt Stream, which enters a culvert just upstream of the Briar Wood Estate and 

is piped along the boundary of St. Andrew's National School and the Briar Wood 

Estate. No hydrometric data is available for the Newcourt Stream. The nearest hourly 

rainfall gauge for which data is available is located at Casement approximately 26km 

to the north west. It is unknown on which date the reported flood event occurred but it 

can be shown from the rainfall record at Casement that a significant rainfall event 

occurred on 29th November 2003. During this event a total of 18.1mm fell over 5 

hours. The estimated flood hydrograph for this catchment suggests a rainfall 
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response time of approximately five to seven hours and as such it is considered that 

the rainfall event is likely to be of a critical duration that could have caused flooding in 

the Newcourt Stream catchment. Using the rainfall duration and depth information a 

design rainfall frequency was estimated using the FSU Depth Duration Frequency 

model (FSU WP 1.2 ‘Estimation of Point Rainfall Frequencies’). This gives a rainfall 

return period of approximately 2 years (62%AEP). Given the distance of the hourly 

gauge location from the catchment this frequency estimate must be treated with 

caution. 

None of the modelled fluvial events result in flooding at this location. However it must 

be noted that the culvert inlet upstream was partially blocked by sediment at the time 

of survey. The sediment depth was recorded as 670mm in a pipe with an internal 

diameter of 1200mm.  Furthermore the culvert inlet is faced by a vertical grille which 

may be susceptible to blockage. A photograph of the culvert inlet at the time of 

survey is shown below: 

 

Figure 4.4.15:  Photograph of Culvert Inlet Upstream of the Briar Wood Estate 

(Blocked by Sediment) 

For the modelled AEP events this culvert inlet is represented in a free flow condition, 

albeit partially blocked by the siltation recorded at the time of survey, yet the culvert 

inlet may be subject to varying degrees of blockage in a flood situation and is 

therefore subject to further analysis to ascertain if the flooding is dominated by 
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blockage at the inlet. This is discussed further in Section 4.4.4, Sensitivity Analysis. 

(d) NOV 2002. Historical information indicated that flooding occurred in Bray during November 27th 

2002. Heavy rainfall along with extensive road works and debris caused many roads 

to become flooded.  However no reports were found of flooding arising from the 

Newcourt Stream. A review of the rainfall record at the Casement rainfall gauge did 

not indicate that the event was a significant rainfall flood event (event frequency 

greater than 50% AEP). As such it is not considered that the event information is 

useful for the purposes of validation or calibration of the Newcourt Stream or Bray 

coastal flood model events. 

(e) FEB 2002. Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Bray, Arklow and Wicklow 

on February 1st 2002.  

In Bray, flooding occurred as a result of heavy rainfall and strong winds. Waves were 

reported to have “lashed the promenade” and flooded a number of streets. The 

railway line to Rosslare had to be closed between Bray and Greystones. 

Flooding along the seafront at Bray in the vicinity of the Newcourt Watercourse is 

shown in the photographs below in Figure 4.4.16 and Figure 4.4.17. 

 

Figure 4.4.16:  Photograph of flooding along seafront, February 2002 

Approximate line of 

Newcourt Stream 

culvert 
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Figure 4.4.17:  Photograph of flooding at Promenade, February 2002 

The flooding which occurred during February 2002 was coastal / overtopping in 

nature and affected the stretch of the seafront adjacent to the Newcourt Stream. 

Based on information recorded at the Dublin tidal gauge the February 2002 peak 

water level of 2.48m OD Malin is estimated to have had an AEP of approximately 

20% AEP.  

None of the modelled coastal extreme water level flood events (mechanism 1) 

showed flooding of the area behind the promenade, despite areas of the seafront 

behind the promenade being below the 0.5% and 0.1% AEP peak coastal flood levels 

with the lowest point at 2.7m OD Malin. This can be shown to be as a result of the 

LiDAR displaying a constant continuous level (approximately along the line of the 

promenade) between the sea and the Bray esplanade area. The promenade 

therefore effectively provides a continuous barrier above 3.09m OD Malin, the 

estimated 0.1% AEP coastal flood level at Bray, and as such protects against 

inundation from extreme still coastal water levels. Furthermore, upstream of the 

Newcourt Stream’s outfall all of the estimated cover levels on the culverted section 

are again above the 3.09m level and as such there is no flooding as a result of 

coastal flooding breaching the esplanade area through the watercourse system. 

Figure 4.4.18 shows the LiDAR data used to construct the 2D portion of the model 

and the threshold level along the promenade which prevents still coastal flood water 

levels from breaching the seafront. 
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Figure 4.4.18:  LiDAR data used in 2D portion of Model and Threshold Level 

Along Promenade  

Flooding which occurred along the seafront during February 2002 was considered to 

be largely as a result of wave overtopping which is evidenced by the reports and also 

photographs which show large amounts of pebbles behind the coastal wall / high 

point at the promenade. The peak water levels recorded are sufficient to have 

resulted in wave overtopping for up to a 0.5% AEP coastal event. It can be seen from 

the wave overtopping analysis that flooding along the seafront in Bray in 10%, 0.5% 

and 0.1% AEP events is evident. 

Threshold level 

above 0.1% AEP 

Peak Coastal WL 

Lower area below 

0.1% AEP Peak 

Coastal WL 
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Figure 4.4.19:  Mapped flood extents along southern portion of Bray seafront  

As shown in Figure 4.4.19 the simulated flooding is limited to a small area just to the 

south of the Newcourt Stream in the 10% AEP event. In the 0.5% AEP event flooding 

is more extensive spreading as far south as the southern end of Strand Road and as 

far north as Sidmonton Avenue. During the 0.1% AEP event flooding extends as far 

north as the Harbour. The flood extents observed during the February 2002 event are 

between the modelled 10% and 0.5% AEP extents. This is consistent with coastal 

event still water levels resulting in conditions for wave overtopping of up to 0.5% AEP 

event. It is not possible to define the wave overtopping event more accurately and 

use the extents to calibrate the wave overtopping model however the modelled wave 

overtopping extents are consistent with event and as such the event provides partial 

validation of the model. 

(f) NOV 2000. The historical data indicates that flooding occurred in Avoca, Bray, Arklow, Aughrim 

and Wicklow during November 2000 caused by heavy rain and gale force winds. In 
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Bray, the promenade was badly flooded and closed off for a day. Flooding occurred 

on many of the side roads in Bray. At the Dublin tidal gauge a water level of 1.82m 

OD Malin was recorded which may have been sufficient to result in a wave 

overtopping event of up to 10% AEP. 

As is discussed in relation to the February 2000 event the hydraulic model does not 

flood from extreme still coastal water levels for any design event however there is 

flooding resulting from wave overtopping during the 10% AEP event resulting in a 

small amount of flooding at the southern end of the seafront at Bray. As such the 

event is consistent with the wave overtopping mapped extents and provides partial 

validation of the model. 

(g) JAN 1996. Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Bray on January 7th 1996.  

There is no information on the extents of the flood, which seems to have been 

caused by high tides.  Press articles following this event reported that “an elderly man 

drowned after a large wave swept him off a pier at Bray Harbour”. “An ambulance 

crew was injured when another gigantic wave crashed against them” and “a mother 

and her baby daughter were taken to hospital after they were hit by a large wave 

when it crashed over the sea wall”.  

No tidal gauge data is available in relation to the event and as such the frequency of 

the coastal flooding event is unknown. 

As is discussed in relation to the February 2000 event, the hydraulic model does not 

flood from extreme still coastal water levels (excluding the effect of overtopping) for 

any design AEP % event however there is flooding resulting from wave overtopping 

during the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP events resulting in flooding of the seafront at 

Bray. As such the event is consistent with the modelled wave overtopping 

mechanism and provides partial validation of the model. 

(h) AUG 1986. On the 25th and 26th of August 1986 Hurricane Charlie occurred. This event was 

deemed exceptional, with large rainfall totals accompanied by strong to gale force 

winds causing flooding in Bray. On the 26th of August rainfall was in excess of 100mm 

in the 24 hour period in many areas. Flooding resulting from Hurricane Charlie 

caused damage in excess of IR£3m to roads and bridges in County Wicklow. 

In Bray, a total of 520 houses were flooded together with retail, industrial and 

commercial premises. Unofficial estimates of the total cost of the damage at the time 

of flooding were put at approximately IR£2m. Five gas tanks were ripped from their 

stands on the banks of the Dargle River located beside the Lithographic Universal 

Printing Works and proceeded to leak liquid gas. The flood waters of the Dargle 

caused a sea-going cruiser to be swamped. The clubhouse at Bray Golf Club was 
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almost surrounded by water which reached the bottom steps of the building. However 

no reports were found of flooding arising from the Newcourt Stream. A review of the 

rainfall record at the Casement rainfall gauge indicated that the event was a 

significant rainfall event with an AEP % of approximately 3%. 

No tidal gauge data is available in relation to the event and as such the frequency of 

the coastal flooding event is unknown. 

The modelled fluvial flood events result in flooding during the 0.1% AEP event from 

the Newcourt Stream. However as the reports do not give specific information in 

relation to the Newcourt Stream the event cannot be used to calibrate or validate the 

fluvial model. 

As is discussed in relation to the February 2000 event, the hydraulic model does not 

flood from extreme still coastal water levels (excluding the effect of overtopping) for 

any design AEP % event however there is flooding resulting from wave overtopping 

during the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP events resulting in flooding of the seafront at 

Bray. However as the event reports do not specifically refer to flooding resulting from 

wave overtopping the event does not provide information for calibration / validation of 

the wave overtopping model. 

(i) DEC 1981. In Bray on the 3rd of December 1981, a press article describes how blizzards and 

Force 10 winds led to sleet, snow and large scale flooding across the country. 

Flooding meant that houses along the seafront in Bray required evacuation and 

sandbagging. 

No information was found detailing flows, extents or return periods for this flood 

event. No tidal gauge data is available in relation to the event and as such the 

frequency of the coastal flooding event is unknown. 

As is discussed the hydraulic model does not flood from extreme still coastal water 

levels (excluding the effect of overtopping) for any design AEP % event however 

there is flooding resulting from wave overtopping during the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% 

AEP events resulting in flooding of the seafront at Bray. As such the event is 

consistent with the modelled wave overtopping mechanism and provides partial 

validation of the model. 

(j) JAN 1969. Historical data indicated that flooding occurred in Bray January 1969, caused by gale 

force winds and heavy rain. A press article reported that heavy seas drove waves 

about 9m high over the Seafront wall.  Strand Road in Bray was flooded to a depth of 

about 0.6m and Albert Avenue and Fitzwilliam Terrace also flooded. 

No tidal gauge data is available in relation to the event and as such the frequency of 
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the coastal flooding event is unknown. 

As is discussed the hydraulic model does not flood from extreme still coastal water 

levels (excluding the effect of overtopping) for any design AEP % event however 

there is flooding resulting from wave overtopping during the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% 

AEP events resulting in flooding of the seafront at Bray. Flooding of Strand Road is 

evident in the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP modelled wave overtopping scenarios 

however flooding at Albert Avenue and Fitzwilliam Terrace is only evident in the 0.1% 

AEP modelled scenario. Given that the event took place more than 40 years ago it is 

possible that there may have been significant changes to the seafront and as such 

the information does not warrant calibration of the wave overtopping model such that 

modelled extents are increased. However the event information does provide partial 

validation of the extensive modelled wave overtopping flood extents. 

(k) NOV 1965. A review of historical information indicated that a flood event occurred in Bray on the 

16th of November 1965. The flood was caused by continuous heavy rain and high to 

gale force winds. 

In Bray, flooding was caused by the occurrence of two depressions over two days. 

Precipitation for the first depression was slight and mainly took the form of snow in 

areas of higher ground. The second depression was much different however with 

heavier rainfall associated with it. This rain coupled with the melting of snow caused 

the Dargle River to overflow its banks immediately downstream of the Weir, where 

the flood wall had become undermined and collapsed.  However no reports were 

found of flooding arising from the Newcourt Stream. . A review of the rainfall record at 

the Casement rainfall gauge indicated that the event was a significant rainfall event 

with an AEP % of approximately 10-20%. 

Fluvial flooding in the Newcourt Stream is only evident in the 0.1% AEP event and as 

no specific information is available in relation to the Newcourt Stream the event 

information is not considered useable for calibration or validation of the model. 

(l) NOV 1954. A flood event occurred in Bray on 29th November 1954. Heavy rain accompanied by 

gale force winds led to high seas. Flooding was severe where the promenade was 

overtopped causing flooding in the basements of houses in Martello Terrace and on 

Strand Road. 

No tidal gauge data is available in relation to the event and as such the frequency of 

the coastal flooding event is unknown. 

The modelled fluvial flood events result in flooding during the 0.1% AEP event from 

the Newcourt Stream. However as the reports do not give specific information in 
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relation to the Newcourt Stream the event cannot be used to calibrate or validate the 

fluvial model. 

As is discussed the hydraulic model does not flood from extreme still coastal water 

levels (excluding the effect of overtopping) for any design AEP % event however 

there is flooding resulting from wave overtopping during the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% 

AEP events resulting in flooding of the seafront at Bray. Flooding of the promenade is 

evident in the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP modelled wave overtopping scenarios and 

as such the event information does provide partial validation of the wave overtopping 

flood mechanism simulated in the model. 

(m) MAR 1947. In Bray, the Dargle River overflowed causing boats, washed up from the seashore, to 

float through Strand Road in approximately 1.2m of water.  Reports stated that “about 

200 people were evacuated from their homes”, in which “furniture was floating around 

rooms in the flood waters”.  In Little Bray, approximately 15 families were evacuated. 

No long term data set upon which a frequency estimate of the event can be made is 

available covering this event. The wave overtopping model does simulate flooding 

along Strand Road in the 10%, 0.5% and 0.1% AEP modelled events at depths up to 

0.3m, 1.3m and 1.7m respectively along Strand Road. The event information 

provides some validation of the modelled wave overtopping flood mechanism. 

(n) AUG 1946. A flood event was found to have occurred in Bray, Greystones and Aughrim in August 

of 1946. The flooding was caused by rainfall and high winds. 

In Bray, a press article states that a rainfall depth of 43mm was recorded at 

Rathfarnham Castle on 12th August 1946. The Dargle River overflowed its banks and 

about 20 streets in the vicinity were flooded to a depth of 0.9m. However no reports 

were found of flooding arising from the Newcourt Stream. 

No long term data set upon which a frequency estimate of the event can be made is 

available covering this event. The event information makes no specific reference to 

wave overtopping or fluvial flooding from the Newcourt Stream and as such cannot  

be considered suitable for calibration / validation. 

(o) SEP 1931. Flooding occurred in Bray on 2nd September 1931 due to heavy rainfall. The roadway 

across Calary Bog, between Bray and Roundwood, was deeply flooded in several 

areas. The event information makes no specific reference to wave overtopping or 

fluvial flooding from the Newcourt Stream and as such cannot be considered suitable 

for calibration / validation. 

(p) AUG 1905. Information was found for a flood event which occurred in Bray on 24th August 1905, 
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caused by torrential rain. 

In Bray, the water came down from the surrounding hills and encountered the high 

tide causing the Dargle River to overflow. Water flooded the houses in the low lying 

streets of the town to a depth of ten feet. Two bridges were destroyed and up to a 

mile of road was damaged. The bulk of the damage was done at Little Bray where 

hundreds of dwellings were flooded and over 400 families left destitute and 

homeless. A man drowned in the floods. The event information makes no specific 

reference to wave overtopping or fluvial flooding from the Newcourt Stream and as 

such cannot be considered suitable for calibration / validation. 

Summary of Calibration 

The Newcourt Stream is an ungauged catchment which was not delineated under FSU and as such there 

is a high degree of uncertainty in the fluvial design flow estimates. Initial validation of the model involved 

checking the modelled flows against the hydrologically derived design flow estimates of flow for the 

Newcourt Stream catchment. 

Table 4.4.4:  Comparison of peak modelled flows with hydrological estimates 

 Peak Water Flows 

River Name & Chainage AEP 
Check Flow 
(m³/s) 

Model Flow 
(m³/s) Diff (%) 

NEWCOURT STREAM 

HEP: 10_20000_1 

Ch: 2162.82m 

10% 1.28 1.19 -7.0% 

1% 2.39 2.26 -5.4% 

0.10% 4.33 3.36 -22.4% 

Table 4.4.4 provides the check point flows at the downstream boundary HEP within the model i.e. before 

the model discharges to the sea. The check flow column represents the hydrologically estimated flow (see 

HA10 Hydrology Report) and the model flow represents the sum of the flow within the 1D and 2D domains 

of the model at the same location and the difference is calculated to ascertain how well the hydraulic 

model is anchored to the hydrological design flow estimates. 

It can be seen from the table that the modelled flows are within 7% of the hydrological estimates for the 

10% and 1% AEP design events. The small difference is likely due to the timing of the inflow hydrographs 

but it is not considered that adjustment to the timing would is required given the uncertainty in hydrological 

estimates of the peak flow. For the 0.1% AEP modelled event the flow at the outfall of the model is 

significantly lower than the hydrologically derived estimate. This is due to a significant amount of flood 

flow, peaking at 0.8m3/s, that leaves the watercourse at the open reach just off Putland Road and flows to 

the north of the Newcourt Stream causing flooding to a large area within the AFA. The hydrological 

estimates consider the total amount of flow generated by the catchment whereas the modelled flows 

consider only flow in the watercourses or adjacent floodplain. If we consider the flood flow out of the 

watercourse at Putland Road of 0.8m3/s and the peak flow in the watercourse at the location of the HEP 

10_20000_1 then the total Newcourt catchment flow in the model is 4.16m3/s which is within 4% of the 
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hydrological estimate and consistent with the other return periods. Given that the 10% and 1% AEP 

modelled flows are in good agreement with the hydrological estimates and the out of bank flow accounts 

for the discrepancy in the 0.1% AEP event, the modelled flows can be considered to fairly well anchored to 

the hydrological estimates. 

The hydraulic model was found to be very stable and no mass balance error was found in any of the 

modelled event scenarios. 

In terms of validation to historic data there are three flood mechanisms which must be considered: 

1. Fluvial flooding - There is only one recorded possible instance of fluvial flooding from the Newcourt 

Stream which occurred in November 2003 and flooded an area at Briar Wood. There is no directly 

applicable rainfall data for assessment of the frequency of the event however based on the Casement 

rainfall gauge 26km to the north west at Baldonnel this was not amongst the most significant events on 

record with the October 2011 and August 1986 (Hurricane Charlie) both resulting in larger amounts and 

higher intensities of rainfall. Both of these events resulted in high intensity rainfall estimated to have an 

AEP of between 1 - 5% yet there is no evidence of flooding of the Newcourt Stream. The location at which 

the November 2003 flooding occurred is just downstream of a headwall which appears to be highly 

susceptible to blockage. This flood mechanism may be subjected to sensitivity testing of the hydraulic 

model. The hydraulic model in its free flow (unblocked) state does not flood during the estimated 10% and 

1% AEP fluvial flood events and flooding is only evident in the 0.1% AEP event. This is consistent with 

historic evidence. Despite the uncertainty in the hydrologically derived estimates of flood flow there is 

nothing to indicate that these are over or under estimated. 

2. Coastal Flooding (Mechanism 1, extreme still water levels) - Coastal modelling which considered still 

coastal water levels up to the 0.1% AEP event (allowing for a storm surge and astronomical tide but not 

the dynamic action of waves) did not indicate flooding behind the promenade at Bray. This is as a result of 

consistent levels in the 2D model representing the promenade and manhole cover levels which are 

surveyed as being above the peak coastal flood level for the 0.1% AEP event.  

3. There is historical evidence of coastal flooding along the seafront at Bray during the 1954, 1969, 1981, 

1986, 1996, 2000 and 2002 flood events. In every instance the reports make reference to the effect of 

waves and / or gale force winds as being a contributing factor. The wave overtopping model results in 

slight flooding of the seafront in the 10% AEP event and significant flooding of the seafront for the 0.5% 

AEP and 0.1% AEP events with up to 30 and 50 properties potentially affected respectively for each of 

these more extreme events. The frequency of the historic flooding, occurring at least seven times in 60 

years is consistent with the modelled frequency of flooding resulting from wave overtopping. It is difficult to 

assign exact frequencies for individual wave overtopping events due to the inherent difficulties in recording 

the discharges onto to the seafront and as such it cannot be considered that the events can be used for 

what could be considered model calibration. However the frequency appears to be validated, and the 

extensiveness and depths which have been observed are broadly in line with the model. 
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(2) Post Public Consultation Updates: 

Following the formal S.I. public consultation period in 2015, no model updates were required for Final 

issue. 

The draft flood mapping prepared for Bray was not included in 2015 informal public consultation activities. 

This was because flood risk management schemes are in the process of being constructed in this AFA 

with associated consultation activities.  

 

(3) Standard of Protection of Existing Formal Defences: 

No formal flood defences at Bray were identified however the raised levels along the promenade at Bray 

can be considered to be hydraulically significant as they provide a barrier against inundation of the lower 

ground behind the promenade. The promenade acts as a defensive barrier against inundation from 

extreme coastal water levels (mechanism 1) up to and including the 0.1% AEP event. 

(4) Gauging Stations: 

There are no hydrometric gauging stations located along the modelled reaches of the Newcourt Stream or 

along the modelled stretch of coastline. 

(5) Other Information: 

Photos available online appear to show the seafront at Bray flooded during the recent storm event of the 

6th January 2014. No formal reports are available but photos and commentary available online would 

indicate that flooding is again as a result of wave action / overtopping. Links provided below: 

http://www.broadsheet.ie/2014/01/06/meanwhile-in-bray-9/ 

http://www.boards.ie/vbulletin/showthread.php?p=88537442 

 

4.4.6 Hydraulic Model Assumptions, Limitations and Handover Notes 

(1) Hydraulic Model Assumptions:   

a) All coastal water level boundaries have been adjusted such that peak coastal water levels occur at 

approximately the same time as peak fluvial flows. 

b) Culverted sections of the Newcourt Stream have not been surveyed beyond their plan line and inlet / 

outlet structures and as such a number of assumptions have been made within the 1D model: 

 Manholes have been assumed to be located at changes of direction of the surveyed line 

 Manhole cover levels have been taken as ground level (from LiDAR survey) 

 Manhole inverts have been assumed based on 2m cover to top of pipe and constant fall between 

culvert inlet / outlet 

 Pipe sizes have been based on inlet / outlet pipe sizes. Where these differ the smaller size has 
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been assumed between manholes 

 All manholes are considered to be unsealed 

c) Buildings have been included within the 2D portion of the model as impermeable polygons based on 

1-5k vector mapping.  

(2) Hydraulic Model Limitations and Parameters:   

Hydraulic Model Parameters:   

1D Domain 

Timestep (seconds) 1 

Min / Max space step 0.5m / 100m 

Max Timestep Halvings 10 

Max Iterations 10 

2D Domain 

Timestep (seconds) Dynamic 

Timestep Stability Control 0.95 

Maximum Velocity 10m/s 

Theta 0.9 

Inundation Mapping Depth Threshold 0.01m 

(a) No drainage networks have been included in the model beyond the Newcourt Stream culvert; as such 

flows have been introduced directly to the 1D domain as lateral inflows as determined in the hydrological 

analysis. 

(b) A model timestep of 1 second has been applied to the model in order to achieve a stable run.   

(3) Design Event Runs & Hydraulic Model Handover Notes: 

Within the fluvial model runs the coastal boundary has been applied at the culvert outfall within the 1D 

portion of the model rather than within the 2D portion of the model to reduce model run time. This is 

considered appropriate as extreme coastal water levels are cut-off from areas of potential fluvial flooding 

by a high level along Bray promenade above the 0.1% AEP extreme still coastal water level. 

Fluvial flooding is only evident in the 0.1% AEP design event. The manhole at which flooding occurs is 

labelled MH21 within the model. The inlet structure to this culvert section is 1200mm (XS_ID 

10002M00162I) diameter and the outlet structure 900mm. It has been assumed that all but the first section 

of culvert is 900mm diameter. The location / manhole at which flooding occurs may be affected by where 

the transition from 1200mm to 900mm occurs. 

(4) Hydraulic Model Deliverables: 

Model deliverables are supplied in an accompanying InfoWorks ICM transportable database containing all 
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model files as required by the brief and the relevant network and event files.   

(5) Quality Assurance: 

Model Constructed by: 

Model Reviewed by: 

Model Approved by: 

Brendan Quigley 

Andrew Sloan 

Malcolm Brian 
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APPENDIX A.1 

LIST OF GIS FILES 

GIS Deliverables ‐ Hazard 

Flood Extent Files (Shapefiles)  Flood Depth Files (Raster)  Water Level and Flows (Shapefiles) 

Coastal  Coastal  Coastal 

E09EXCCD100F0  E09DPCCD100F0  E09NCCDF0 

E09EXCCD005F0  E09DPCCD005F0   

E09EXCCD001F0  E09DPCCD001F0   

     

Fluvial  Fluvial  Fluvial 

E09EXFCD100F0  E09DPFCD100F0  E09NFCDF0 

E09EXFCD010F0  E09DPFCD010F0   

E09EXFCD001F0  E09DPFCD001F0   

     

Wave Overtopping  Wave Overtopping   

E09EXWCD100F0  E09DPWCD100F0   

E09EXWCD005F0  E09DPWCD005F0   

E09EXWCD001F0  E09DPWCD001F0   

Flood Zone Files (Shapefiles)  Flood Velocity Files (Raster)  Flood Defence Files (Shapefiles) 

E09ZNA_MCDF0  Coastal 
E09VLCCD100F0 
E09VLCCD005F0 
E09VLCCD001F0 
 
Fluvial 
E09VLFCD100F0 
E09VLFCD010F0 
E09VLFCD001F0 
 
Wave Overtopping 

N/A 
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E09VLWCD100F0 
E09VLWCD005F0 
E09VLWCD001F0 

E09ZNB_MCDF0     

 
GIS Deliverables ‐ Risk 

Specific Risk ‐ Inhabitants  (Raster)  General Risk ‐ Economic (Shapefiles)  General Risk‐Environmental (Shapefiles) 

Coastal  N/A  N/A 
E09RICCD001F0     
     
Fluvial     
E09RIFCD001F0     
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APPENDIX A.2 

STRUCTURE DETAILS 

Structure Details – Bridges 

RIVER 
BRANCH 

CHAINAGE 
Cross Section 

ID 
LENGTH 
(m) 

OPENING 
SHAPE 

 

HEIGHT 
(m) 

WIDTH 
(m) 

SPRING 
HEIGHT 
FROM 

INVERT (m) 

MANNINGS 
n 

Newcourt  304.216  1002M00186  3.8  Rectangular  1.03   2.46  1.02  0.015 

 

Structure Details – Culverts 

RIVER 
BRANCH 

CHAINAGE 
Cross Section 

ID 
LENGTH 
(m) 

OPENING 
SHAPE 

 

HEIGHT 
(mm) 

WIDTH 
(mm) 

ROUGHNESS  
Colebrook‐White 

Mm 

Newcourt 
320.49 

‐ 
455.73 

1002M00184I ‐ 
1002M00172J 

135.2  Circular  700  700  1.5 

Newcourt 
518.01 

‐ 
520.41 

1002M00164I  2.4  Circular  1200  1200  1.5 

Newcourt 
542.20 

‐ 
1304.67 

1002M00162I – 
MH21 

943.8  Circular 
1200 
‐  

900 

1200 
‐  

900 
1.5 

Newcourt 
1304.67 

‐ 
1448.17 

MH21 – 
01BRAY00100J 

943.8  Circular  1456  1180  3 

Newcourt 
1466.77 

‐ 
1485.97 

MH21 – 
01BRAY00100J 

943.8  Circular  900  900  1.5 

Newcourt 
1492.47 

‐ 
2162.82 

1002M00184I ‐  
Outfall 

670.6  Circular  1200  1200  1.5 
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APPENDIX A.3 - LONGSECTIONS 

 

1% AEP Event Longitudinal Section through 1D Model at Flood Peak 
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APPENDIX A.4 

MODEL FILES 

Not applicable to ICM model. All data files contained within one project file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


